Provenance
Research for
Non-Unique Art
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Examining the Nazi-era
ownership history of nonunique or mass produced
works of art created
prior to 1945 is one of the
greatest challenges that
can be faced in the field of
provenance research.
It can be extremely difficult
to establish with any
certainty that an object
looted by the Nazis or their
allies is the exact same item
that is now being offered
for sale. This process
becomes all the more
complex when a looted item
is one of dozens,
if not hundreds, of
mass-produced yet
cherished pieces – such as
Meissen porcelain figurines
and tableware – that were
manufactured and sold
across Europe from
th
the 17 century onwards.

When an item that may have been caught up in the seizures and
forced dispossessions of the Second World War is consigned for
sale, auction houses will often undertake provenance research into
the ownership, possession, and chain of custody of that object to
ensure that it can be sold without encumbrance on the international
art market. While oil paintings, watercolours, drawings, and unique
sculptures often come to the market with at least some documented
pre-1945 provenance (often more complete for higher profile
and/or higher value works), non-unique items frequently have little
or no certain and documented pre-war ownership history.
One particular example of the complexities faced by provenance
researchers in such circumstances could be a Meissen dish with
a rare pattern that was consigned for auction at Sotheby’s. This dish
matches the description of an item that is listed – without
an image – in a pre-war inventory of a Jewish collector’s extensive
decorative arts collection prior to its seizure in 1930s Berlin.
As there are more than twenty known examples of this particular
Meissen dish in existence, it is impossible to establish with certainty
that this dish is the very one that was confiscated from the collector
in Berlin by the Nazis without establishing a full and complete
provenance.
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